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29~ D r .  F a r a d a y ' s  Researches in ]Electricity. [Ser ies  x i x  

of  very rapid evaToration generated on those internal liquid 
surfaces ~ohich surround one or more bubbles of  a gaseousdquid. 

I am,  G e n t l e m e n ,  
Y o u r  mos t  h u m b l e  S e r v a n t ,  

Ghent, March 2, 1846. F .  DONNY. 

X L I X .  JExperimental Researches in JElearicity.--Nineteenth 
Series. B y  MICHAEL FARADAY, .Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.,  
Fullerian Prof. Chem. Royal h~stitution, _Foreign Associate 
o f  the Acad. Sciences, Paris, Cot'. Memb. Royal and Imp. 
Acadd. of  Sciences, PelersbuTgh, _Florence, Copenhagen~ 
Berlin, G6ttingen, Modena, Stoekhobn, $e. dye.* 

§ 26.  On the magnetization o f  light and the illumination of  
magnetic lines of  forcer. 

¶ i. Action of  magnets on light. 
2146.  I H A V E  l o n g  he ld  an  op in ion ,  a lmos t  a m o u n t i n g  to 

convic t ion ,  in  c o m m o n  I bel ieve  with m a n y  o the r  
lovers  o f  n a t u r a l  k n o w l e d g e ,  tha t  the  va r ious  t b rm s  u n d e r  
wh ich  the  forces o f  m a t t e r  a re  m a d e  mani fes t  have  one  c o m -  
m o n  o r ig in  ; or, in  o the r  words ,  a re  so d i rec t ly  re la ted a n d  
m u t u a l l y  d e p e n d e n t ,  tha t  they a re  conver t ib l e ,  as it were,  one  
in to  a n o t h e r ,  an d  possess equ iva len t s  of  power  in  the i r  ae -  

* From the Philosophical Transactions for 1846, Part I., having been 
read November ~0, 1845. 

"~ The title of this paper has, I understand, led many to a misapprehen- 
sion of its contents, and I therefore take tim liberty of appending this ex- 
planatory note. Neither accepting nor rejecting the hypothesis of an 
rather, or the corpuscular, or any other view that may be entertained of the 
nature of light; and, as far as I can see, nothing being really known of a 
ray of light more than of a line of magnetic or electric force, or even of a 
line of gravitating force, except as it and they are manifest in and by sub- 
stances; I believe that, in the experiments I describe in the paper, light has 
been magnetically affected, i. e. that that which is magnetic in the forces 
of matter has been affected, and in turn has affected that which is truly 
magnetic in the force of light: by the term magnetic I include here either 
of the peculiar exertions of the power of a magnet, whether it be that which 
is manifest in the magnetic or the diamagnetic class of bodies. The phrase 
"illumination of the lines of magnetic force" has been understood to imply 
that I bad rendered them luminous. This was not within my thought. I 
intended to express that the line ofmagnetlc force was illuminated as the 
earth is illuminated by the sun, or the spider's web illuminated by the 
astronomer's lamp. Employing a ray of light, we can tell, by the ege , the 
direction of the magnetic lines through a body; and by the alteration of 
the ray and its optical effect on the eye, can see the course of the lines just 
as we can see the course of a thread of glass, or any other transparent 
substance, rendered visible by the light: and this was what I meant by//-  
lumination, as the paper fully explains.~Deeember 1,5, 1845 M.F.  
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Nov. 1845.] Rotation of a Ray of Light by Magnetism. 295 

tion*. In modern times the proofs of their convertibility have 
been accumulated to a very considerable extent, and a com- 
mencement made of the determination of their equivalent 
forces. 

214.7. This strong persuasion extended to the powers of 
light, and led, on a former occasion, to many exertions, ha- 
ving for their object the discovery of the direct relation of 
light and electricity, and their mutual actioa in bodies subject 
jointly to their power t ;  but the results were negative and 
were afterwards confirmed, in that respect, by Wartmann~.  

2148. These ineffectual exertions, and many others which 
were never published, could not remove my strong persuasion 
derived from philosophical considerations ; and, therefore, I 
recently resumed the inquiry by experiment in a most strict 
and searching manner, and have at last succeeded in magne- 
tizing and electrif~uing a ray of light, and in illuminating a 
magnetic line of force. These results, without entering into 
the detail of many unproductive experiments, I will describe 
as briefly and clearly as I can. 

214,9. But before I proceed to them, I will define the mean- 
lug I connect with certain terms which I shall have occasion to 
use :--thus, by line of magnetic force, or magnetic line of Jbrce, 
or magnetic curve, [ mean that exercise of.magnetic force which 
is exerted in the lines usually called magnetic curves, and 
which equally exist as passing from or to magnetic poles, or 
forming concentric circles round an electric current. By line 
of electric force, I mean the force exerted in the lines joining 
two bodies, acting on each other according to the principles 
of static electric induction (1161~ &e.), which may also be 
either in curved or straight lines. By a diamagnetic, I mean 
a body through wlfich lines of magnetic force are passing, and 
which does not by their action assume the usual magnetic 
state of iron or loadstone. 

2150. A ray of light issuing from an Argand lamp, was po- 
larized in a horizontal plane by reflexion from a surface of 
glass, and the polarized ray passed through a Nichol's eye- 
piece revolving on a horizontal axis, so as to be easily exa- 
mined by the latter. Between the polarizing mirror and the 
eye-piece, two powerful electro-magnetic poles were arranged, 
being either the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, or the contrary 
poles of two cylinder magnets ; they were separated fi'om each 
other about two inches in the direction of the line of the ray, 

* Experimental Researches, 57, 366, 376, 877, 961, 2071. 
t Philosophical Transactions, 1834. Experimental Researches, 951- 

955. 
$ Archives de PElectricit~, ii. pp. 596-600. 
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296 D £  Faraday's Researches in Electricity. [Series xix. 

and so placed, that, if on the same side of the polarized ray, 
it might pass near them; or, if on contrary sides, it might go 
between them, its direction being always parallel, or nearly so, 
to the magnetic lines of force (2149.). After that, any trans- 
parent substance placed between the two poles, would have 
passing through it, both the polarized ray and the magnetic 
lines of force at the same time and in the same direction. 

2151. Sixteen years ago I published certain experiments 
made upon optical glass *~, and described the formation and 
general characters of one variety of heavy glass, which, from 
its materials, was called silicated borate of lead. I t  was this 

~i lass which first gave me the discovery of the relation between 
ght and magnetism, and it has power to illustrate it in a 

degree beyond that of any other body; for the sake of per- 
spicuity I will first describe the  phmnomena as presented by 
this substance. 

2152. A piece of this glass, about two inches square and 
O'5 of an inch thick, having flat and polished edges, was placed 
as a diamagnetic (2149.) between the poles (not as yet mag- 
netized by the electric current), so that the polarized ray 
should pass through its length ; the glass acted as air, water, 
or any other indifferent substance would do; and if the eye- 
piece were previously turned into such a position that the 
polarized ray was extinguished, or rather the image produced 
by it rendered invisible, then the introduction of this glass 
made no alteration in that respect. In this state of circum- 
stances the force of the electro-magnet was developed, by 
sending an electric current through its coils, and immed[- 

~ately the image of the lamp-flame became visible, and conti- 
nued so as long as the arrangement continued magnetic. On 
stopping the electric current, and so causing the ma_anetie 
force to cease, the light instantly disappeared ; these phmno- 
mena could be renewed at pleasure, at any instant of tim% 
and upon any occasion, showing a perfect dependence of 
cause and effect. 

2153. The voltaic current which I used upon this occasion, 
was that of five pair of Grove's construction, and the electro- 
magnets were of such power that the poles would singly sus- 
tain a weight of from twenty-eight to fifty-six, or more, po'nnds. 

Philosophical Transactions, 1830, p. 1. I cannot resist the occasion 
which is thus offered to me of mentioning the name of Mr. Anderson, who 
came to me as an assistant in the glass experiments, and has rem~ined ever 
since in the Laboratory of the Royal Institution. He has assizted me in all 
the researches into which I have entered since that time, and to his care, 
steadiness, exactitude, and faithfulness in the performance of all that has 
been committed to his charge, I am much indebted.--~M. F. 
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Nov. 1848.] Rotation era Ray of Light by Magnetism. 997 

A person looking for the phenomenon for the first time would 
not be able to see it with a weak magnet. 

2154. The character of the force thus impressed upon the 
diamagnetic is that of rotation; for when tile image of the 
lamp-flame has thus been rendered visible, revolution of the 
eye-piece to the right or left, more or less, will cause its ex- 
tinction; and the further motion of the eye-piece to the one 
side or other of this position will produce the reappearance of 
the light, and that with complementary tints, according as 
this farther motion is to the right- or left-hand. 

2155. When  the pole nearest to the observer was a marked 
pole, i. e. the same as the north end of a magnetic needle, 
and the further pole was unmarked, the rotation of the ray 
was right-handed ; for the eye-piece had to be turned to the 
right-hand, or clock fashion, to overtake the ray and restore 
the image to its first condition. When  the poles were re- 
versed, which was instantly done by changing the direction of 
the electric current, the rotation was changed also and became 
left-handed, the alteration being to an equal degree in extent 
as before. The direction was always the same for the same 
line of magnetic force (21~9.). 

2156. When  the diamagnetic was placed in the numerous 
other positions~ which can easily be conceived, about the mag- 
netic poles, results were obtained more or less marked in ex- 
tent, and very definite in character~ but of which the phteno- 
mena just described may be considered as the chief example: 
they will be referred to, as far as is necessary, hereafter. 

2157. The same phvenomena were produced in the silicated 
borate of lead (9151.) by the action of a good ordinary steel 
horse-shoe magnet, no electric current being now used. The 
results were feeble~ but still sufficient to show the perfect 
identity of action between electro-magnets and common mag- 
nets in this their power over light. 

"2158. Two magnetic poles were employed end-ways~ i. e. 
the cores of the electro-magnets were hollow iron cylinders, 
and the ray of polarized light passed along their axes and 
through the diamagnetic placed between them : the effect was 
the same. 

2159. One magnetic pole only was used, that being one end 
of a powerful cylinder electro-magnet. W h e n  the heavy glass 
was beyond the magnet, being close to it but between the 
magnet and the polarizing reflector, the rotation was in one 
direction, dependent on the nature of the pole ; when the dia- 
magnetic was on the near side, being close to it but between 
it and the eye, the rotation for the same pole was in the con- 
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298 Dr. Faraday's Researches in F, lectricit 9. [Series xix. 

trary direction to what it was before; and when the magnetic 
pole was changed, both these directions were changed with it. 
When the heavy glass was placed in a corresponding position 
to the pole, but above or below it, so that the magnetic curves 
were no longer passing through the glass parallel to the ray 
of polarized light, but rather perpendicular to it, then no ett~ct 
was produced. These particularities may be understood by 
reference to fig. 1, where a and b represent the first positions 
of the diamagnetic, and c and d the 
latter positions, the course of the f ,  
ray being marked by the clotted e / ' "  
line. I f  also the glass were placed j -  a ~-" 
directly at the end of the magnet, J 
then no effect was produced on a " "  
ray passing in the direction here ___~" ~ ] ~  / - " "  
described, though it is evident, 
from what has been already said -" 
(2155.), that a ray passing parallel . .z" " ~ 
to the magnetic lines through the 
glass so placed, would have been affected by it. 

2160. Magnetic lines, then, in passing through silicated 
borate of lead, and a great number of other substandes (2173.), 
cause these bodies to act upon a polarized ray of light when 
the lines are parallel to the ray, or in proportion as they are 
parallel to it: if they are perpendicular to tile ray, they have 
no action upon it. They give the diamagnetic the power of 
rotating the ray ; and the law of this action on light is, that if 
a magnetic line of force be goingfi'om a north pole, or coming 
from a south pole, along the path of a polarized ray coming 
to the observer, it will rotate that ray to the right-hand; or, 
that if such a line of force be confing from a north pole, or 
going from a south pole, it will rotate such a ray to the left- 
hand. 

~161. I f  a cork or a cylinder of glass, representing the dia- 
magnetic, be marked at its ends with the letters N and S, to 
represent the poles of a magnet, the line 
joining these letters may be considered as a f'-~'~"~ 
magnetic line of force; and further, i r a  line 
be traced round the cylinder with arrow ./"~"~/I" 
heads on it to represent direction, as in the , / '  s 

figur% such a simple model, held up before / 
the eye, will express the whole of the law, 
and give every position and consequence of 
direction resulting from it. I f  a watch be considered as the 
diamagnetie~ the north pole of a magnet being imagined 
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Nov. 1845.] Rotation of a Ray of Light bff Magnelism. 299 

against the face, and a south pole against the back, then the 
motion of the hands will indicate the direction of rotation 
which a ray of light undergoes by magnetization. 

2162. I will now proceed to the different circumstances 
which affect, limit, and define the extent and nature of this 
new power of action on light. 

2163. In the first place, the rotation appears to be in pro- 
portion to the extent of the diamagnetic through which the 
ray and the magnetic lines pass. I preserved the strength of 
the magnet and the interval between its poles constant, and 
then interposed different pieces of tile same heavy glass (2151.) 
between the poles. The greater the extent of the diamag- 
netic in the line of the ray, whether in one, two, or three 
pieces, the greater was the rotation of tile ray ; and, as far as 
I could judge by these first experinaents, the amount of rota- 
tion was exactly proportionate to the extent of diamagnetic 
through which the ray passed. Noaddition or diminution of 
the heavy glass on the side of' the course of the ray made any 
difference in the ef~}ect of that part through which the ray 
passed. 

2164. The power of rotating the ray of light increased with 
the intensity of tile magnetic lines of force. This general 
effi~ct is very easily ascertained by the use of electro-magnets ; 
and within such range of power as I have employed, it ap- 
pears to be directly proportionate to the intensity of the mag- 
netic force. 

2165. Other bodies, besides the heavy glass, possess the 
same power of becoming, under the influence of magnetic 
force, active on light (2173.). When these bodies possess a 
rotative power of their own, as is the case with oil of turpen- 
tine, sugar, tartaric acid, tartrates, &c., the effect of the mag- 
netic force is to add to, or subtract from, their specific force, 
according as the natural rotation and that induced by the 
magnetism is right- or left-handed (2231.). 

2166. I could not perceive that this power was affected by 
any degree of motion which 1 was able to communicate to the 
diamagnetic, whilst jointly subject to the action of the mag- 
netism and the light. 

2167. The interposition of copper, lead, tin, silver, and 
other ordinary non-magnetic bodies in the course of the mag- 
netic curves, either between the pole and the diamagnetic, or 
in other positions, produced no effect either in kind or degree 
upon the ph~enomena. 

2168. Iron fi'equently affected the results in a very consi- 
derable degree; but it always appeared to be, either by alter- 
ing the direction of the magnetic lines, or disposing within 
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S00 Dr.  Faraday's tlesearches in Electricity. [Series xix. 

itself of their force. Thus, when the two contrary poles were 
on one side of the polarized ray (2150.), and the heavy glass 
ill its best position between them and in the ray (21,52.), the 
bringing of a large piece of iron near to the glass on the other 
side of the ray, caused the power of the diamagnetic to fall. 
This was because certain lines of magnetic force~ which at first 
passed through the glass parallel to the ray, now crossed tile 
glass and the ray; the iron giving two contrary poles oppo- 
site the poles of the magnet, and thus determining a new 
course for a certain portion of the magnetic power, and that 
across the polarized ray. 

2169. Or, if the iron, ittstead of being applied on the oppo- 
site side of the glass, were applied on the same side with the 
magnet, either near it or in contact with it~ then~ again, the 
power of the diamagnetic felt, simply because the power of 
the magnet was diverted from it into a new direction. These 
effects depend much of course on the intensity and power of 
the magnet, and on the size and softness of the iron. 

2170. The electro-helices (2190.) without the iron cores 
were very feeble in power, and indeed hardly sensible in their 
effect. With  tile iron cores they were powerful, though no 
more electricity was then passing through the coils than be- 
fore (107l.). This shows, in a very simple manner~ that the 
phmnomen.a exhibited by light under these circumstances, is 
directly connected with the magnetic form of force supplied 
by the arrangement. Another effect which occurred illus- 
trated the same point. When the contact at the voltaic bat- 
tery is made, and the current sent round the electro-magnet, 
the image produced by the rotation of the polarized ray does 
not rise up to its full lustre immediately, but increases for a 
couple of seconds, gradually acquiring its greatest intensity; 
on breaking the contact, it sinks instantly and disappears ap- 
parently at once. The gradual rise in brightness is due to 
the time which the iron core of the magnet requires to evolve 
all that magnetic power which the electric current can deve- 
lope in it; anti as the magnetism rises in intensity, so does its 
effect on the light increase in power; hence the progressive 
condition of the rotation. 

2171. I cannot as yet find that the heavy glass (2151.), 
when in this state, i.e. with magnetic lines of force passing 
through it, exhibits any increased degree, or has any specific 
magneto-inductive action of the recognized kind. I have 
placed it in large quantities, anti in ditTerent positions, between 
magnets and magnetic needles, having at the time very deli- 
cate means of appreciating any difference between it and air, 
but could find none. 
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Nov. 1845.] Rotation of a Ra 9 of Light b 9 Magnetism. S01 

2172. Using water, alcohol, mercury, and other fluids con- 
tained in very large delicate thermometer-shaped vessels, I 
could not discover that any difi~rence in volume occurred 
when the magnetic curves passed through them. 

2173. It is time that I should pass to a consideration of 
this power of magnetism over light as exercised, not only in 
the silieated borate of lead (21510, but in many other sub- 
stances; and here we perceive, in the first place, that if all 
transparent bodies possess the power ot~ exhibiting the aetion, 
they have it in very different degrees, and that up to this time 
there are some that have not shown it at all. 

2174. Next, we may observe, that bodies that are exceed- 
ingly different to each other in chemical, physical, and me- 
chanical properties, develope this effect; for solids and liquids, 
acids, alkalies, oils, water, alcohol, rather, all possess the power. 

2175. And lastly, we may observe, that in all of them, 
though the degree of action may differ, still it is always the 
same in kind, being a rotative power over tile ray of light ; and 
further, the direction of the rotation is, in every case, inde- 
pendent of the nature or state of the substance, and dependent 
upon the direction of the magnetic line of force, according to 
the law before laid down (2160.). 

2176. Amongst the substances in which this power of action 
is found, I have already distinguished the silico-borate of lead 
(2151.) as eminently fitted for the purpose of exhibiting the 
phmnomena. I regret that it should be the best, since it is 
not likely to be in the possession of many, and few will be in- 
duced to take the trouble of preparing it. I f  made, it should 
be well-annealed, for otherwise the pieces will have consider- 
able power of depolarizing light, and then the particular ph~e- 
nomena under consideration are much less strikingly observed. 
The borate of lead, however, is a substance much more fusi- 
ble, softening at the heat of boiling oil, and therefore far 
more easily prepared in the form of glass plates and annealed; 
and it possesses as much magneto-rotative power over light 
as the silico-borate itself. JFlint-glass exhibits the property, 
but in a less degree than the substances above. Crown-glass 
shows it, but in a still smaller degree. 

2177. Whilst  employing crystalline bodies as diamagnetics, 
I generally gave them that position in which they did not 
aflhet the polarized ray, and then induced the magnetic curves 
through them. As a class, they seemed to resist the assump- 
tion of the rotating state. Rock-salt andd~uor-slmr gave evi- 
dence of the power in a slight degree ; and I think that a cry- 
stal of alum did the same~ but its ray length in the transparent 
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802 Dr. Faraday's Researches in Electricity. [Series xix. 

part was so small that I could not ascertain the fact decisively. 
Two specimens of transparent fluor, lent me by Mr. Tennant, 
gave the effect. 

2178. Rock-crystal,.four inches across, gave no indications 
of  action on the ray, neither did smaller crystals, nor cubes 
about three-fourths of an inch in the side, which were so cut 
as to have two of their faces perpendicular to the axis of the 
crystal (1692, 1693.), though they were examined in every 
direction. 

2179. Iceland spar exhibited no signs of effect, either in 
the form of rhomboids, or of cubes like those just described 
(1695.). 

2180. Sulpkate of baryta, sulphate of lime, and carbonate of 
soda, were also without action on the light. 

2181. A piece of fine clear ice gave me no effect. I can- 
not however say there is none, for the effect of water in the 
same mass would be very small, and the irregularity of the 
flattened surface from th e fusion of the ice and flow of water, 
made the observation very difficult. 

2182. With  some degree of curiosity and hope, I put gold- 
leaf into the magnetic lines, but could perceive no efl~ct. 
Considering the extremely small dimensions of the length of 
the path of the polarized ray in it, any positive result was 
hardly to be expected. 

2183. In experiments with liquids, a very good method of 
observing the eflbct, is to inclose them in bottles from 1~ to 
3 or 4 inches in diameter, placing these ill succession between 
the magnetic poles (2150.), and bringing tile analysing eye- 
piece so near to the bottle, that, by adjustment of the latter, 
its cylindrical form may cause a difIhse but useful image of the 
lamp-flame to be seen through it: the light of this image is 
easily distinguished fi'om that which passes by irregular re- 
fraction through the strim and deformations of the glass, and 
the phmnomena being looked for in this light are easily seen. 

2184. Water ,  alcohol, and ~ether, all show the effect ; water 
most, alcohol less, and rather the least. All the fixed oils 
which I have tried, including almond, castor, olive, poppy, 
linseed, sperm, elaine fi'om hog's lard, and distilled resin oil, 
produce it. The essential oils of turpentine: bitter almonds, 
spike lavender, lavender, jessamine, cloves, and laurel, produce 
it. Also naphtha of various kinds, melted spermaceti, fused 
sulphur, chloride of sulphur, chloride of arsenic, and every 
other liquid substance which I had at hand and could submit 
in sufficient bulk to experiment. 

2185. Of  aqueous solutions I tried 150 or more, including 
the soluble acids, alkalies and salts, with sugar, gum, &c., the 
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list of which would be too long to give here, since the great 
conclusion was, that the exceeding diversity of" substance 
caused no exception T to the general result, for all the bodies 
showed the property. It is indeed more than probable, that 
in all these cases the water and not the other substance 
present was the ruling matter. The same general result was 
obtained with alcoholic solutions. 

2186. Proceeding fi'om liquids to air and gaseous bodies, 
I have here to state that, as yet, I have not been able to de- 
tect the exercise of this power in any one of the substances in 
this class. I have tried the experiment with bottles 4 inches 
in diameter, and the following gases: oxygen, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, nitrous oxide, olefiant gas, su]phurous acid, mu- 
riatic acid, carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, ammonia, sulphu- 
retted hydrogen, and bromine vapour, at ordinary, tempe-. 
ratures; but they all gave negative results. With air, the 
trial has been carried, by another form of apparatus, to a 
nmch higher degree, but still inefli~ctually (221~.). 

218/. Before dismissing the consideration of the substances 
which exhibited this power, and in reference to those in which 
it was superinduced upon bodies possessing, naturally, rota- 
tire force (2165. 2231.), I may record, that the following are 
the substances submitted to experiment: castor oil, resin oil, 
oil of spike lavender, of laurel, Canada balsam, alcoholic solu- 
tion of camphor, alcoholic solution of camphor and corrosive 
sublimate, aqueous solutions of sugar, tartaric acid, tartrate 
of soda, tartrate of potassa and antimony, tartaric and boracic 
acid, and sulphate of nickel, which rotated to the right-hand ; 
eopaiba balsam, which rotated tile ray to the left-hand ; and 
two specimens of camphine or oil of turpentine, in one of which 
the rotation was to the right-hand, and in the other to the left. 
In all these cases, as already said (2165.), the superinduced 
magnetic rotation was according to the general law (2160.), 
and without reference to the previous power of the body. 

2188. Camphor being melted in a tube about an inch in 
diameter, exhibited high natural rotative force, but I could 
not discover that the magnetic curves induced additional force 
in it. It may be, however, that the shortness of the ray length 
and the quantity of coloured light left, even when the eye- 
piece was adjusted to the most tavourable position for dark- 
ening the image produced by the naturally rotated ray, ren- 
dered the small magneto-power of the camphor insensible. 

¶ ii. Action of  electric currents on light. 
2189. From a consideration of the nature and position of 

the lines of magnetic and electric force, and the relation of a 
magnet to a current of electricity, it appeared almost certain 
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that an electric current would give the same result of action 
on light as a magnet; and, in the helix, would supply a form 
of apparatus in which great lengths of diamagnetics, and 
especially of such bodies as appeared to be but little affected 
between the poles of the magnet, might be submitted to exa- 
mination and their effect exalted: this expectation was, by 
experiment, realized. 

2190. Helices of copper wire were employed, three of which 
I will relier to. The first, or long helix, was 0'4 of an inch 
internal diameter; the wire was 0'0S of an inch in diameter, 
and having gone round the axis from one end of the helix to 
the other, then returned in the same manner, forming a coil 
sixty-five inches long, double in its whole extent, and con- 
taining 1240 feet of wire. 

2191. The second, or medium helix, is nineteen inches long, 
1"87 inch internal diameter, and three inches external dia- 
meter. The wire is 0"2 of an inch in diameter, and eighty feet 
in length, being disposed in the coil as two concentric spirals. 
The  electric current, in passing through it, is not divided, but 
traverses tlle whole length of the wire. 

2192. The third, or Woolwich helix, was made under my 
instruction for the use of Lieut.-Colonel Sabine's establish- 
ment at Woolwich. It  is 26'5 inches long, '2"5 inches inter- 
nal diameter, and 4"75 inches external diameter. Tile wire 
is 0"17 of an inch in diameter, and 501 feet in length. It is 
disposed in the coil in four concentric spirals connected end 
to end, so that the whole of the electric current employed 
passes through all the wire. 

2193. The long helix (2190.) acted very feebly on a mag- 
netic needle placed at a little distance from it; the medium 
helix (2191.) acted more powerfully, and the "vVoolwich helix 
(2192.) very strongly; the same battery of ten pairs of Grove's 
plate being employed in all cases. 

2194. Solid bodies were easily subjected to the action of 
these electro-helices, being for that purpose merely cut into 
the form of bars or prisms with flat and polished ends, and 
then introduced as cores into the helices. For the purpose 
of submitting liquid bodies to the same action, tubes of glass 
were provided, turnished at the ends with caps; the cylindri- 
cal part of the cap was brass, and had a tubular aperture for 
the introduction of the liquids, but the end was a flat glass 
plate. When  the tube was intended to contain aqueous fluids, 
the plates were attached to the caps, and the caps to the tube 
by Canada balsam; when the tube had to contain alcohol, 
~ether or essential oils, a thick mixture of powdered gum with 
a little water was employed as the cement. 

2195. The general effect produced by this form of appa- 
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ratus may be stated as follows:--The tube within the long helix 
(2190.) was filled with distilled water and placed in the line 
of the polarized ray, so that by examination through the eye- 
piece (2150.), the image of the lamp-flame produced by the 
ray could be seen through it. Then the eye-piece was turned 
until the image of the flame disappeared, and, afterwal~ds~ the 
current of ten pairs of plates sent throt~gh the helix; instantly 
the image of the flame reappeared, and continued as long as 
the electric current was passing through the helix; on stop- 
ping the current the image disappeared. The light did not 
rise up gradually, as in the case of electro-magnets (2170.), 
but instantly. These results could be produced at pleasure. 
In this experiment we may, I think, justly say that a ray of 
light is electrified and the electric forces illuminated. 

2196. ~'~he phzeuomena may be made more striking, by the 
adjustment of a lens of long fbcus between the tube and the 
polarizing mirror, or one of short focus between the tube and 
the eye; and where the helix, or the battery, or the substance 
experimented with~ is feeble in power, such means offer assist- 
ance in working out the effects : but, after a little experience~ 
they are easily dispensed with, and are only useful as accesso- 
ries in doubtlhl cases. 

2197. In eases where the effect is feeble, it is more easily 
perceived if the Nichol eye.piece be adjusted, not to the per- 
fect extinction of the ray, but a little short of or beyond that 
position ; so that the image of the flame may be but just visible. 
Then, on the exertion of the power of the electric current, the 
light is either increased in intensity~ or else diminished, or 
extinguished, or even re-illuminated on the other side of the 
dark condition ; and this change is more easily perceived than 
if the eye began to observe ti'om a state of utter~darkness. 
Such a mode of observing also assists in demonstrating the 
rotatory character of the action on light; for, if the light be 
made visible beforehand by the motion of the eye-piece in one 
direction, and the power of the current be to increase that 
light, all instant only suffices, after stopping the current, to 
move the eye-piece in the other direction until the light is ap- 
parent as at first, and then the power of the current will be to 
diminish it; the tints of the lights being affected also at the 
same time. 

2198. When  the current was sent round the helix in one 
direction, the rotation induced upon the ray of light was one 
way; and when the current was changed to the contrary di- 
rection, the rotation was the other way. In order to express 
the direction, I will assume, as is usually done, that the cur- 

Phil. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 28. No. 187. ATril 1846. Y 
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rent passes from the zinc through the acid to the platinum in 
the same cell (66S. 667. 1627.) : if such a current pass under 
the ray towards the right, upwards on its right side, and over 
the ray towards the left, it will give left-handed rotation to it ; 
or, if the current pass over the ray to the right, down on the 
right side, and under it towards the left, it will induce it to 
rotate to the right-hand. 

2199. The LAW, therefore, by which an electric current 
acts on a ray of light is easily expressed. When an electric 
current passes round a ray of polarized light in a plane per- 
pendicular to the ray, it causes the ray to revolve oll its axis, 
as long as it is under the influence of the current, in the same 
direction as that in which the current is passing. 

2200. The simplicity of this law, and its identity with that 
given before, as expressing the action of magnetism on light 
(2160.), is very beautiful. A model is not wanted to assist the 
memory; but if that already described (2161.) be looked at, 
the line round it will express at the same time the direction 
both of the current and the rotation. It will indeed do much 
more; for if the cylinder be considered as a piece of iron, and 
not a piece of glass or other diamagnetic, placed between the 
two poles N and S, then the line round it will represent the 
direction of the currents, which, according to Amp~re's theory, 
are moving round its particles ; or if it be considered as a core 
of iron (in place of a core of water), having an electric current 
running round it in the direction of the line, it will also re- 
present such a magnet as would be formed if it were placed 
between the poles whose marks are affixed to its ends. 

2201. I will now notice certain p.oints respecting the de- 
gree of this action under different ewcumstanees, l~y using 
a tube of water (2194.) as long as the helix, but placing it so 
that more or less of the tube projected at either end of the 
helix, I was able, in some degree, to ascertain the eflhct of 
length of the diamagnetic, the force of the helix and current 
remaining the same. The greater the column of water sub- 
jeeted to the action of the helix, the greater was the rotation 
of the polarized ray ; and the amount of rotation seemed to be 
directly proportionate to the length of fluid round which the 
electric current passed. 

2202. A short tube of water, or a piece of heavy glass, 
being placed in the axis of the Woolwich helix (2192.), seemed 
to produce equal effect on the ray of light, whether it were in 
the middle of the helix or at either end;  provided it was 
always within the helix and in the line of the axis. From this 
it would appear that every part of the helix has the same effect; 
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Nov. 1845.] Rotation of a Ra 9 of Light by Electric Force. 307 

and, that by using long helices, substances may be submitted 
to this kind of examination which could not be placed in suf- 
ficient length between the poles of magnets (2150.). 

2203. A tube of water as long as the Woolwich helix 
(2192.), but only 0"4 of an inch in diameter, was placed in 
the helix parallel to the axis, but sometimes in the axis and 
sometimes near the side. No apparent differenee was pro- 
duced in these different situations; and I am inclined to be- 
lieve (without being quite sure) that the action on the ray is 
the same, wherever the tube is placed, within the helix, in re- 
lation to the axis. The same result was obtained when a 
larger tube of water was looked through, whether the ray 
passed through the axis of the helix and tube, or near the 
side. 

2204. I f  bodies be introduced into the helix possessing, 
naturally, rotating force, then the rotating power given by the 
electric current is superinduced upon them, exactly as in the 
cases already described of magnetic action (2165. 2187.). 

2205. A helix, twenty inches long and 0"3 of an inch in 
diameter, was made of uncovered copper wire, 0'05 of an inch 
in diameter, in close spirals. This was placed in a large tube 
of water, so that the fluid, both in the inside and at the out- 
side of the helix, could be examined by tile polarized ray. 
W h e n  the eurrent was sent through the helix, the water within 
it received rotating power ; but no trace of such an action on 
the light was seen on the outside of the helix, even in the line 
most close to the uncovered wire. 

2206. The water was inclosed in brass and copper tubes, 
but this alteration caused not the slightest change in the 
effect. 

2207. The water in the brass tube was put into an iron 
tube, much longer than either the Woolwich helix or the 
brass tube, and quite one-eighth of an inch thick in the side; 
yet when placed in the Woolwieh helix (219~.), the water 
rotated the ray of light apparently as well as before. 

2~08. An iron bar, one inch square and longer than the 
helix, was put into the helix, and the small water-tube (2203.) 
upon it. The water exerted as much action on the light as 
before. 

2209. Three iron tubes, each twenty-seven inches long and 
one-eighth of an inch in thickness in the side, were selected 
of such diameters as to pass easily one into the other, and the 
whole into the Woolwieh helix (2192.). The smaller one was 
supplied with glass ends and filled with water; and being 
placed in the axis of the Woolwich helix, had a certain 
amount of rotating power over the polarized ray. The 
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308 Dr. Faraday's Researches in Electr ici t  9.  

second tube was then placed over this, so that there was now 
a thickness of iron equal to two-eighths of an inch between 
the water and the helix; the water had more power of rota- 
tion than before. On placing the third tube of iron over tile 
two former, the power of the water f e l l ,  but was still very con- 
siderable. These results are complicated, being dependent 
on the new condition which the character of iron gives to its 
action on the forces. Up to a certain amount, by increasing 
the development of magnetic forces, the helix and core, as a 
whole, produce increased action on the water ; but on the ad- 
dition of" more iron and the disposal of tile forces through it, 
their action is removed in part ti'om tim water and the rotation 
is lessened. 

2510. Pieces of heavy glass (2151.), placed in iron tubes in 
the helices, produced similar effects. 

~211. The bodies which were submitted to the action of 
an electric current in a helix, in the manner already described~ 
were as follows : - -Heavy  glass (2151. 2176.), water, solution 
of sulphate of soda, solution of tartaric acid, alcohol, rather, 
and oil of turpentine ; all of which were affected, and acted on 
light exactly in the manner described in relation to magnetic 
action (2173.). 

2~12. I submitted air  to the influence of these helices care- 
fidly and anxiously, but could not discover any trace of action 
on the polarized ray of light. I put the long helix (2190.) 
into the other two (2191. 219~.), and combined them all into 
one consistent series, so as to accumulate power, but could 
not observe any effect of them on light passing through air. 

2213. In the use of helices, it is necessary to be aware of  
one effect, which might otherwise cause confusion and trouble. 
At first, the wire of the long helix (2190.) was wound directly 
upon the thin glass tube which served to contain the fluid. 
When the electric current passed through the helix it raised 
the temperature of the metal, and that gradually raised the 
temperature of the glass and the film of water in'contact with 
it, and so the cylinder of water, warmer at its surface than its 
axis, acted as a lens, gathering and sending rays of light to 
tile e~e, and continuing to act for a time after the current was 
stopped. By separating the tube of water fi'om the helix, and 
by other precautions, this source of confusion is easily avoided. 

221~. Another point of which the experimenter should be 
aware, is the difficulty, and almost impossibility, of obtaining 
a piece of glass which~ especially after it is cut, does not de- 
polarize light. When it does depolarize, difference of posi- 
tion makes an immense difference in the appearance. By al- 
ways referring to the parts that do not depolarize, as the black 
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Rotation of Light by Magnetic and Electric Forces. S09 

cross, for instance, and by bringing the eye as near as may 
be to the glass, this difficulty is more or less overcome. 

2215. For the sake of supplying a general indication of the 
amount of this induced rotating force in two or three bodies, 
and without any pretence of offering correct numbers, I will 
give, generally, the result of a few attempts to measure the 
tbrce, and compare it with the natural power of a specimen of 
oil of tm'pentine. A very powerful electro-magnet was em- 
ployed, with a constant distance between its poles of 2] inches. 
In this space was placed different substances; the amount of 
rotation of the eye-piece observed several times and the ave- 
rage taken, as expressing the rotation for the ray length of 
substance used. But as the substances were of different di- 
mensions, the ray lengths were, by calculation, corrected to 
one standard length, upon the assumption that the power was 
proportionate to this length (2163.). The  oil of turpentine 
was of course observed in its natural state, i. e. without mag- 
netic action. Making water 1, the numbers were as follows : -  

Oil of turpentine . . 11"8 
Heavy glass (2151.) . . 6"0 
Flint-glass . . . . .  2"8 
Rock-salt . . . ~'2 
Wate r  . . . .  1'0 
Alcohol . . . . . . .  less than water. 
_TEther . . . . . . .  less than alcohol. 

2"216. In relation to the action of magnetic and electric 
forces on light~ I consider, that to know the conditions under 
which there is no apparent action, is to add to our knowledge 
of their mutual relations ; and will, therefore, very briefly state 
how I have lately combined these forces, obtaining no appa- 
rent result (955.). 

~217. Heavy glass, flint-glass, rock-crystal, Iceland spar, 
oil of turpentine, and air, had a polarized ray passed through 
them; and, at the same time, lines of electro-static tension 
(914,9.) were, by means of coatings, the Leyden jar, and the 
electric machine, directed across the bodies, parallel to the 
polarized ray, and perpendicular to it, both in anti across the 
plane of polarization; but without any visible effect. The  
tension of a rapidly recurring, induced secondary current, was 
also directed upon the same bodies and upon water (as an 
electrolyte), but with the same negative result. 

2218. A polarized ray, powerful magnetic lines of force, 
and the electric lines of force (214,9.) just described, were com- 
bined in various directions in their action on heavy glass 
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(3151. 2176.), but with no other result than that due to the 
mutual action of  the magnetic lines of  light, already described 
in this paper. 

2219. A polarized ray, and electric currents were combined 
in every possible way in electrolytes (951-954). The  sub- 
stances used were distilled water, solution of sugar, dilute sul- 
phuric acid, solution of sulphate of  soda, using platinum elec- 
trodes ; and solution of sulphate of copper, using copper elec- 
trodes ; the current was sent along the ray, and perpendicular 
to it in two directions at r ight angles with each other ; the ray 
was made to rotate, by altering t~e position of the polarizing 
mirror,  that the plane of polarization might be varied; the 
current was used as a continuous current, as a rapidly inter- 
mitting current, and as a rapidly alternating double current of 
induction; but in no case was any trace of action perceived. 

2220. Lastly, a ray of polarized light, electric currents, and 
magnetic lines of  force, were directed in every possible way 
through dilute sulphuric acid and solution of sulphate of  soda, 
but still with negative results, except in those positions 
where the pha~nomena already described were produced. In 
one arrangement,  the current passed in the direction of ra- 
dii fi'om a central to a circumferential electrode, the contrary 
magnetic poles being placed above and below; and the ar-  
rang.ements were so good, that when the electric current  was 
passing, the fluid rapidly rotated ; but a polarized ray sent 
horizontally across this arrangement was not at all aiTected. 
Also, when the ray was sent vertically through it~ and the eye- 
piece moved to correspond to the rotation impressed upon the 
ray in this position by the magnetic curves alone, the superin- 
duction of the passage of the electric current made not the 
least difference in-the effect upon the ray. 

¶ iii. General considerations. 
22~1. Thus  is established, I think for the first time *, a 

* I sayi for the first time, because I do not think that the experiments of 
Morrichini on the production of magnetism by the rays at the violet end of 
the spectrum prove any such relation. When in Rome with Sir H. Davy 
in the month of May 1814, I spent several hours at the house of Morrichini, 
working with his apparatus and under his directions, but could not suc- 
ceed in magnetising a needle. I have no confidence in the effect as a 
direct result of the action of the sun's rays ; but think, that when it Ires 
occurred it has been iseeondary, incidental, and perhaps even accidental ; 
a result that might well happen with a needle that was preserved during 
the whole experiment in a north and south position. 

January 2, 1846.--I should not have written "for the first time" as 
above, if I had remembered Mr. Christie's experiments and papers on the 
Influence of the Solar Rays on Magnets, communicated in the Philoso. 
phieal Transactions for 18~6, p. $19, and 18~8, p. 379.--M. F. 
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true, direet relation and dependence between light and the 
magnetie and electric forces ; and thus a great addition made 
to the facts and considerations which tend to prove that all 
natm'al forces are tied together, and have one common origin 
(2146.). It is, no doubt, difficult in the present state of our 
knowledge to express our expeetation in exact terms ; and, 
though I have said that another of the powers of natur~ is, in 
these experiments, directly related to the rest, I ought, per- 
haps, rather to say that another form of the great power is 
distinctly and directly related to the other tbrms; or that the 
great power manifested by particular ph~enomena in particular 
tbrms, is here further identified and recognised, by the direct 
relation of its form of light to its forms of electricity and mag- 
netism. 

22'22. The relation existing between polarized light and 
magnetism and electricity, is even more interesting than if it 
had been shown to exist with common light only. I t  cannot 
but extend to common light; and, as it belongs to light made, 
in a certain respect, more precise in its character and pro- 
perties by polarization, it collates and connects it with these 
powers, in that duality of character which they possess, and 
yields an opening, which before was wanting to us, for the 
appliance of these powers to the investigation of the nature of 
this and other radiant agencies. 

2233. Referring to the conventional distinction before 
made (214~9.), it may be again stated, that it is tile magnetic 
lines of force only which are effectual on the rays of light, and 
they only (in appearance) when parallel to the ray of light, or 
as they tend to parallelism with it. As, in reference to matter 
not magnetic after the manner of iron, the pheenomena of elec- 
tric induction and electrolysation show a vast superiority in 
the energy with which electric tbrces can act as compared to 
magnetic forces, so here, in another direction and in the pe- 
culiar and correspondent effects which belong to magnetic 
forces, they are shown, in turn, to possess great superiol'ity~ 
and to have their full equivalent of action on the same kind of 
matter. 

2224. The magnetic forces do not act on the ray of light 
directly and without the intervention of matter, but through 
the mediation of the substance in which they and the ray 
have a simultaneous existence ; the substances and the forces 
giving to and receiving from each other the power of acting 
on the light. This is shown by the non-action of a vacuum, 
of air or gases ; and it is also further shown by the special 
degree in which different matters possess the property. That  
magnetic force acts upon the ray of light always with the same 
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character of manner and in the same direction, independent 
of the different varieties of substance, or their states of solid 
or liquid, or their specific rotative force (2232.), shows that 
the magnetic force and the light have a direct relation : but 
that substances are necessary, and that these act in different 
degrees, shows that the magnetism and the light act on each 
other {hrough the intervention of the matter. " 

2225. Recognizing or perceiving matter only by its powers, 
and knowing nothing of any imaginary nucleus, abstract from 
the idea of these powers, the phoenomena described in this 
paper much strengthen my inclination to trust in the views I 
have on a former occasion advanced in reference to its na- 
ture ~. 

2226. I t  cannot be doubted that the magnetic forces act 
upon and afflict the internal constitution of the diamagnetic, 
just as freely in the dark as when a ray of light is passing 
through it ; though the ph0enomena produced by light seem, 
as yet, to present the only means of observing this constitu- 
tion and the change. Further ,  any such change as this must 
belong to opake bodies, such as wood,' stone, and metal ; for 
as diamagnetics, there is no distinction between them and 
those which are transparent. The  degree of transparency 
can at the utmost, in this respect, only make a distinction be- 
tween the individuals of a class. 

2227. I f  the magnetic forces had made these bodies mag- 
nets, we could, by light, have examined a transparent magnet ; 
and that would have been a great help to our investigation of 
the forces of matter. But it does not make them magnets 
(2171.), and therefore the molecular condition of  these bodies, 
when ill the state described, must be specifically distinct from 
that of magnetized iron, or other such matter, and must be a 
new magnetic condition ; and as the condition is a state of ten- 
sion (manifested by its instantaneous return to the normal 
state when the magnetic induction is removed), so the force 
which the matter in this state possesses and its mode of action, 
must be to us a new magnetic force or mode of  action of matter. 

2228° For  it is impossible, I think, to observe and see the 
action of magnetic forces, rising in intensity, upon a piece of 
heavy glass or a tube of water, without also perceiving that 
the latter acquire properties which are not only new to the 
substance, but are also in subjection to very definite and pre- 
cise laws (2160. 2199.), and are equivalent in proportion to 
the magnetic forces producing them. 

2229. Perhaps this state is a state of electric tension tending 

* A speculation, &c. Philosophical Magazine, 1844, vol. xxiv. p. 136. 
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jDi.fference between the Magnetic and Natural llotation. 313 

to a current; as in magnets, according to Amp~re's theory, 
the state is a state of current. W'hen a core of iron is put 
into a helix, every thing leads us to believe that currents of 
electrieity are produced within it, which rotate or move in a 
plane perpendicular to the axis of the helix. I f  a diamag- 
netic be placed in the same position, it acquires power to make 
light rotate in the same plane. The state it has received is a 
state of tension, but it has not passed on into currents, though 
the acting force and every other circumstance and condition 
are the same as those which do produce currents in iron, 
nickel, cobalt, and such other matters as are fitted to receive 
them. Hence the idea that there exists in diamagnetics, under 
such circumstances, a tendency to currents, is consistent with 
all the ph~enomena as yet described, and is thrther strength- 
ened by the fact, that, leaving.the loadstone or the electrie 
current, which by inductive acuon is rendering a piece of iron, 
nickel, or cobalt magnetic, perfectly unchanged, a mere change 
of temperature will take from these bodies their extra power, 
and make them pass into the common class of diamagnetics. 

2230. The present is, I believe, the first time that the mole- 
cular condition of a body, required to produce the circular 
polarization of light, has been artificially given ; and it is there- 
fore very interesting to consider this known state and condi- 
tion of the body, comparing it with the relatively unknown 
state of those which possess the power naturally : especially as 
some of the latter rotate to the right-hand and others to the 
left ; and, as in the cases of quartz and oil of turpentine, the 
same body chemically speaking, being in the latter instance 
a liquid with particles free to move, presents difli~rent speci- 
mens, some rotating one way and some the other. 

2231. At first one would be inclined to conclude that the 
natural state and the state conferred by magnetic and electric 
forces must be the same, since the effect is the same; but on 
further consideration it seems very difficult to come to such 
a eonelus'iom Oil of turpentine will rotate a ray of light, the 
power depending upon its particles and not upon the arrange- 
ment of the mass. Whichever way a ray of polarized light 
passes through this fluid~ it is rotated in the same manner; 
and rays passing in every possible direction through it simul- 
taneously are all rotated with equal force and according to 
one common law of direction ; i.e. either all right-handed or 
else all to the left. Not so with the rotation superinduced on 
the same oil of turpentine by the magnetic or electric forces : 
it exists only in one direetion~ i. e. in a plane perpendicular 
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814 Dr. Faraday's Researches in Electricit 9. [Series xix. 

to the magnetic line; and being limited to this plane, it can 
be changed in direction by a reversal of the direction of the 
inducing force. The direction of the rotation produced by 
the natural state is connected invariably with the direction 
of the ray of light; but the power to produce it appears to be 
possessed in every direction and at all times by the particles 
of the fluid: the direction of the rotation produced by the 
induced condition is connected invariably with the direction 
of the magnetic line or the electric current, and the condition 
is possessed by the particles of matter, but strictly limited by 
the line or the current, changing and disappearing with it. 

2SS2. Let  m, in fig. 3, represent a glass cell filled with oil 
of turpentine, possessing naturally the power of producing 
right-hand rotation, and a b a polarized ray of light. I f  the 
ray proceed fi'om a to b, and the eye be placed at b, the rota- 
tion will be right-handed, or accord- 
ing to the direction expressed by the 
arrow-heads on the circle c ; if the ray 
proceed from b to a, and the eye be 
placed at a, the rotation will still be 
right-handed to the observer, i .e.  ac- 
cording to the direction indicated on 
the circle d. Let now an electric cur- 
rent pass round the oil of turpentine 
in the direction indicated on the cir- 
cle c, or magnetic poles be placed so 
as to produce the same eft~et (2155); 
the particles will acquire a further 
rotative force (which no motion 

Fig. 3. 

j ~  
/ 

i t / ~~ 'd~ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
amongst themselves will disturb), and b' 
a ray coming from a to b will be seen by an eye placed at b 
to rotate to the right-hand more than before, or in the direc- 
tion on the circle c; but pass a ray from b to a, and observe 
with the eye at a, and the phsenomenon is no longer the same 
as before; for instead of the new rotation being according to 
the direction indicated on the circle d, it will be in the con- 
trary direction, or to the observer's left-hand (2199). In fact 
the induced rotation will he added to the natural rotation as 
respects a ray passing from a to b, but it will be subtracted 
from the natural rotation as regards the ray passing fi'om b 
to a. Hence the particles of this fluid which rotate by virtue 
of their natural force, and those which rotate by virtue of the 
induced force, cannot be in the same condition. 

2~33. As respects the power of the oil of turpentine to 
rotate a ray in whatever direction it is passing through the 
liquid~ it may well be, that though all the particles possess 
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Nov. 1845.] Magnetic Rotation of Light. S 15 

the power of rotating the light, only those whose planes of 
rotation are more or less perpendicular to the ray affect it; 
and that it is the resuhant or sum of forces in any one direc- 
tion which is active in producing rotation. But even then a 
striking difference remains, because the resuhant in the same 
plane is not absolute in direction, but relative to the course 
of the ray~ being in the one case as the circle c, and in the 
other as the circle d, fig. S ; whereas the resultant of the mag- 
netic or electric induction is absolute~ and not changing with 
the course of the ray, being always either as expressed by c 
or else as indicated by d. 

22S4. All these differences, however, will doubtless disap- 
pear or come into harmony as these investigations are ex- 
tended; and their very existence opens so many paths, by 
which we may pursue our inquiries, more and more deeply, 
into the powers and constitution of matter. 

2235. Bodies having rotating power of themselves, do not 
seem by that to have a greater or a less tendency to assume a 
further degree of the same force under the influence of mag- 
netic or electric power. 

2236. W ere  it not for these and other differences, we might 
see an analogy between these bodies, which possess at all times 
the rotating power, as a speeiinen of quartz which rotates only 
in one plane, and those to which the power is given by the 
induction of other forces, as a prism of heavy glass in a helix, 
on the one hand ; and, on the other, a natural magnet and a 
helix through which the current is passing. The  natural 
condition of the magnet and quartz, and the constrained con- 
dition of the helix and heavy glass, form the link of the ana- 
logy in one direction ; whilst the supposition of currents ex- 
isting in the magnet and helix, and only a tendency or tension 
to currents existing in the quartz and heavy glass, supplies 
the link in the transverse direction. 

~237. As to those bodies which seem as yet to give no indi- 
cation of the power over light, and therefore none of the as- 
sumption of the new magnetic conditions; these may be di- 
vided into two classes, the one including airs gases and vapours, 
and the other roek'crystal ,  Iceland spar, and certain other 
crystalline bodies. As regards the latter class, I shall give, 
in the next series of these researches, proofs drawn from phoe- 
nomena of an entirely different kind, that they do acquire the 
new magnetic condition; and these being so disposed of for 
the moment, I am inclined to believe that even air and gases 
have the power to assume the peculiar state, and even to affect 
light~ but in a degree so small that as yet it has not been made 
sensible. Still the gaseous state is such a remarkable eondi- 
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316 Dr. Faraday's Researches in Electricit 9. 

tion of matter, that we ought not too hastily to assume that 
the substances which, in the solid axJd liquid state, possess 
properties even general in character, always carry these into 
their gaseous condition. 

2238. Rock-salt, fluor-spar, and, I think~ alum~ affect the 
ray of light; the other crystals experimented with did not; 
these are equiaxed and singly refracting, the others are un- 
equiaxed and doubly refracting. Perhaps these instances, 
with that of the rotation of quartz, may even now indicate a 
relalion between magnetism, electricity, and the crystallizing 
fbrces of matter. 

2239. All bodies are affected by helices as by magnets, 
and according to laws which show that the causes of ttle ac- 
tion are identical as well as the effects. This result supplies 
another fine proof in favour of the identity of helices and mag- 
nets, according to the views of Ampere. 

2~40. The theory of" static induction which I formerly ven- 
tured to set forth (1161~ &c.), and which depends upon the 
action of the contiguous particles of the dielectric intervening 
bet~veen the inductric and the inducteous bodies, led me to 
expect that the same kind of dependence upon the intervening 
particles would be found to exist in magnetic action; and 
I published certain experiments and considerations on this 
point seven years ago (1709~1736). I could not then dis~ 
cover any peculiar condition of the intervening substance or 
diamagnetic ; but now that I have been able to make out such 
a state, which is not only a state of tension (~2227), but de- 
pendent entirely upon the magnetic lines which pass through 
the substance, I am more than ever encouraged to believe 
that the view then advanced is correct. 

2241. Although the magnetic and electric forces a3o~vear 
to exert no power on the ordinary or on the depolarized ray 
of light, we can hardly doubt but that they have some special 
influence, which probably will soon be made apparent by ex- 
periment. Neither can it be supposed otherwise than that 
the same kind of action should take place on the other forms 
of radiant agents as heat and chemical force. 

2"242. This mode of magnetic and electric action~ and the 
ph~enomena p~'esented by it, will, I hope, greatly assist here- 
after in the investigation of the nature of transparent bodies, 
of light, of magnets~ and their action one on another, or on 
magnetic substances. I am at this time engaged in investi- 
gating the new magnetic condition, and shall shortly send a 
further account of it to the Royal Society. Wha t  the possi- 
ble effect of the force may be in the earth as a wholej or in 
magnets~ or in relation to the sun~ and what may be the bes~ 
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means of causing light to evolve electricity and magnetism, 
are thoughts continually pressing upon the mind; but it will 
be better to occupy both time and thought, aided by experi- 
ment, in tile investigation and development of real truth, than 
to use them in the invention of suppositions which may or 
may not be founded on, or consistent with fact. 

Royal Institution. Oct. 29, 1845. 

L. On the Cause of  remarkably Mild Winters which occa- 
sionally occur in England. By Lieut.-Colonel SABINE, 
R.A., For. Sec. R.S. 

To the Editors of  the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
GENTLEMEN, 

T H E  unusual character of the winter which we Thave just  
experienced, together with its effects which ~ e are now 

witnessing upon our gardens and fields, and its influence on 
the public health as evidenced by the bills of mortality, should 
make it an object not only of scientific, but of general interest, 
to endeavour to trace out the cause of so remarkable a phm- 
nomenon. By a memorandum with which the Astronomer 
Royal has been so obliging as to furnish me, it appears that 
the mean temperature in December, January and February, 
exceeded the mean temperature of the same months in the 
preceding year by the amounts respectively of 8°'7, 5°'3, 
11°'2 ; on an average above 8 ° for three months. An excess 
of temperature of such amount and such continuance, must 
surely, one would suppose, have some sufficiently notable 
cause. I am not aware that any probable cause has yet been 
suggested; but should you oblige me by inserting this com- 
munication, it may at least be of use in commencing the dis- 
cussion, and possibly in eliciting the opinions of others, whose 
views on the subject the public may naturally desire to know. 

The winter which within my recollection most nearly re- 
sembled the prcsent~ was that of 1821-1822, and undoubtedly 
the resemblance is in many respects very striking. For the 

~ eculiarity in that year there was a cause assigned, adequate 
believe to account for all the ph~enomena, and of which the 

existence was proved : I allude to the extension of the Gulf- 
stream in that year to the coast of Europe, instead of its ter- 
minating as it usually does about the meridian of the Azores. 
In the winter of 1821-1822, the warm water of the Gulf-stream 
spread itself beyond its usual bounds over a space of ocean 
which may be roughly estimated as exceeding 600 miles in lati- 
tude and 1000 in longitudes carrying with it water several de- 
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